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	Build your own Internet of Things (IoT) projects for prototyping and proof-of-concept purposes. This book contains the tools needed to build a prototype of your design, sense the environment, communicate with the Internet (over the Internet and Machine to Machine communications) and display the results.


	Raspberry Pi IoT Projects provides several IoT projects and designs are shown from the start to the finish including an IoT Heartbeat Monitor, an IoT Swarm, IoT Solar Powered Weather Station, an IoT iBeacon Application and a RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) IoT Inventory Tracking System. The software is presented as reusable libraries, primarily in Python and C with full source code available. Raspberry Pi IoT Projects: Prototyping Experiments for Makers is also a valuable learning resource for classrooms and learning labs.


	What You'll Learn


		
			build IOT projects with the Raspberry Pi
	
			Talk to sensors with the Raspberry Pi
	
			Use iBeacons with the IOT Raspberry Pi
	
			Communicate your IOT data to the Internet
	
			Build security into your IOT device


	
		Who This Book Is For




	
		Primary audience are those with some technical background, but not necessarily engineers. It will also appeal to technical people wanting to learn about the Raspberry Pi in a project-oriented method. 
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Head First AlgebraO'Reilly, 2009

	Having trouble understanding algebra? Do algebraic concepts, equations, and logic just make your head spin? We have great news: Head First Algebra is designed for you. Full of engaging stories and practical, real-world explanations, this book will help you learn everything from natural numbers and exponents to solving systems of equations...
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The Briefest English Grammar and Punctuation Guide Ever!University of New South Wales, 2011

	
		With excellent examples and easy-to-follow rules, this concise and practical guide covers the basics of English grammar and punctuation. Perfect for English speakers who weren’t taught proper grammar in the classroom as well as for general readers who are uncertain about punctuation...
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A Career in ComputersTheNetworkAdministrator.com, 2006
A Career in Computers is a straightforward and sometimes comical look into finding a job in the field of the computer sciences.  It answers questions that many IT professionals and newcomers need to know when looking for a job and what they should expect.  Most computer books deal with configuring software and do little in answering important...
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Large-Scale C++ Software DesignAddison Wesley, 1996

	This is the definitive book for all C++ software professionals involved in large development efforts such as databases, operating systems, compilers, and frameworks. It is the first C++ book that actually demonstrates how to design large systems, and one of the few books on object-oriented design specifically geared to practical aspects of...
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Applications of Silicon-Germanium Heterostructure Devices (Series in Optics and Optoelectronics)Taylor & Francis, 2002
The authors have certainly identified a gap in the literature … Overall, the book is very informative and provides a strong foundation for work in this active research area.
 -K. Alan Shore, Optics and Photonics News

The most significant feature of this work is that it combines three distinct topics - technology, device...
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Aspects of Soft Computing, Intelligent Robotics and Control (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	Soft computing, as a collection of techniques exploiting approximation and tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty in traditionally intractable problems, has become very effective and popular especially because of the synergy derived from its components. The integration of constituent technologies provides complementary methods that allow...
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